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Night and Day Princeton Architectural Press As diﬀerent as night and day, goes the old saying, and this elegant book
takes readers through a series of opposites of all kinds, from large to small (and tiny), long and short, front and
behind, above, below, open, closed, together and alone. Colorful pop-ups, lift-the-ﬂaps, and cut-outs create an
interactive reading experience that is both lively and instructive. This beautiful book will be a treasure on any child's
bookshelf. Donovan's Big Day Random House Digital, Inc. From the moment Donovan wakes in the morning, he
painstakingly prepares for his special role in the wedding ceremony of his two mothers. A Brave Day for Harold Brown
(The Harold Brown Series Book 1) Mishana Khot All Mr. Brown wants is a nice cup of tea and a peaceful evening with
his cat on his knee. He’s too old for love and adventure. Or so he thinks. This morning when Harold Brown woke up, it
seemed like a normal day. Why would a 50-year old man feel anything about a circus coming to the quiet town of
Limberlost? But BonBon Circus has brought a Bengal tiger, and Harold’s never seen a tiger before. When he decides to
disrupt his routine to visit the circus, it sets in motion a few other changes, all leading up to one thrilling day. Will Mr.
Brown’s life ever be the same again? Monsters' Big Day A Pop-Up Book Wetmore Forest It's time for the Wetmore
Forest monsters to get ready for the big Harvest Festival! Creatures from near and far will celebrate with music, food,
and games. But ﬁrst, everyone must prepare for their guests: Picklez zips about picking up sticks, Butterhorn tries out
the instruments, and Chester McFreckle even builds a machine to make pumpkin-pear cider. Children will love playing
with the fun pop-up on every spread! Bear's Big Day Bloomsbury Publishing USA Geisel Honor-winning
author/illustrator Salina Yoon's beloved duo Bear and Floppy head to school in Bear's Big Day--a charming picture book
with audio about embracing new experiences. It's Bear's very ﬁrst day of school! He wants to be grown up, so he
leaves his stuﬀed bunny Floppy at home along with all his familiar things. But being away from his best friend is hard-and the ﬁrst day doesn't turn out quite how like Bear wanted it to. Bear learns that the ﬁrst day of school might not
always be perfect, and being grown up doesn't have to mean giving up the things he loves. This third book in the Bear
and Floppy series from beloved, bestselling author-illustrator Salina Yoon tackles big themes like starting school and
being independent, even in scary new situations. Don't miss these other books from Salina Yoon! The Bear series
Found Stormy Night Bear's Big Day The Penguin series Penguin and Pinecone Penguin on Vacation Penguin in Love
Penguin and Pumpkin Penguin's Big Adventure Penguin's Christmas Wish The Duck, Duck, Porcupine series Duck, Duck,
Porcupine My Kite is Stuck! And Other Stories That's My Book! And Other Stories Be a Friend Hank's Big Day The Story
of a Bug Schwartz & Wade Perfect for reading aloud, this spare, charming picture book about a day in the life of a pill
bug in suburbia is also about an unusual friendship. Hank is a pill bug with a busy life—for a pill bug, that is. His daily
routine involves nibbling a dead leaf, climbing up a long stick, avoiding a skateboarder, and playing pretend with his
best friend, a human girl named Amelia, in her backyard. And when day is done, Hank likes nothing better than
returning home to his cozy rock. Three Day Series Book 1 the Darkness Xulon Press The sabbath-day book; or,
Scriptural meditations The Rainy Day Book Guardian Books 'MUUUUMMMM ... DAAADDDD ... I'm BORED!' Whether it's
the weekend, half term or the summer holidays, these words will likely strike fear into any parent's heart - particularly
if it's tipping it down with rain outside. Thankfully, this delightful collection is at hand, packed full of imaginative ideas
that are guaranteed to inspire young minds, and maybe even remind older ones of the best bits of their own childhood.
The selection not only includes simple and inexpensive ideas for science and craft activities, from making your own
rocket to creating a memory box, it also gives suggestions for imaginative play, from indoor camping to pretending to
be a pirate for the day. There are activities that will encourage children to learn about animals and insects, to pick up
foreign languages and to ﬁnd out more about their family history, and it even covers recommendations for the times
when the weather isn't so bad, from leapfrog in the garden to visiting a local farm. Packed full of thoughtful and
inventive ideas, The Rainy Day Book will prove an endless source of inspiration for anyone with children to entertain.
Thanksgiving Day: The Only Book You'll Ever Need Lulu Press, Inc Thanksgiving is an exciting time. Family is able to
get together, have a good time, and relax, while enjoying very good, and plentiful, food. Maybe you would like to host
the party this time. But you have to know how to plan, what to buy, and how to be a good host if you want to leave a
lasting impression on your guests. Discover everything you need to know by grabbing a copy of this ebook today.
Forever and a Day (The Inn at Sunset Harbor—Book 5) Sophie Love “Sophie Love's ability to impart magic to her
readers is exquisitely wrought in powerfully evocative phrases and descriptions….This is the perfect romance or beach
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read, with a diﬀerence: its enthusiasm and beautiful descriptions oﬀer an unexpected attention to the complexity of
not just evolving love, but evolving psyches. It's a delightful recommendation for romance readers looking for a touch
more complexity from their romance reads.” --Midwest Book Review (Diane Donovan re For Now and Forever) FOREVER
AND A DAY is book #5 in the bestselling romance series The Inn at Sunset Harbor, which begins with book #1, For Now
and Forever—a free download! 35 year old Emily Mitchell has ﬂed her job, apartment and ex-boyfriend in New York City
for her father's historic, abandoned home on the coast of Maine, needing a change in her life and determined to make
it work as a B&B. She had never expected, though, that her relationship with its caretaker, Daniel, would turn her life
on its head. In FOREVER AND A DAY, Emily is stunned to ﬁnally, after 20 years, meet her missing father—just a week
before her wedding. Their reunion changes both of their lives, and unlocks the key to the house’s many secrets, and to
Emily’s missing memories. Spring has ﬁnally arrived at Sunset Harbor, and with just a week to go until the big wedding
date, the wedding preparations are busier than ever, including Daniel’s surprise talk of a honeymoon. Will Emily and
Daniel have their dream wedding? Or will someone appear to tear it apart? Meanwhile, Chantelle’s custody battle
comes to a pitch, and as Memorial Day looms, they must ﬁgure out what to do with Trevor’s house. Yet amidst all of
this, another issue weighs most heavily on Emily’s mind: will she herself ever be pregnant? FOREVER AND A DAY is
book #5 in a dazzling new romance series that will make you laugh, cry, keep you turning pages late into the
night—and make you fall in love with romance all over again. Book #6 will be available soon. “A very well written
novel, describing the struggle of a woman (Emily) to ﬁnd her true identity. The author did an amazing job with the
creation of the characters and her description of the environment. The romance is there, but not overdosed. Kudos to
the author for this amazing start of a series that promises to be very entertaining.” --Books and Movies Reviews,
Roberto Mattos (re For Now and Forever) Mouse's Big Day Pan Macmillan Mouse’s Big Day is a warm and funny story
about friendship, that’s perfect for any child who is starting school or nursery. It’s Mouse’s ﬁrst day at school and
she’s feeling a little nervous . . . in fact, she doesn’t want to go at all. Luckily, there’s a class full of new friends
waiting for her and lots of fun to be had at Twit Twoo School. Can Mouse ﬁnd the conﬁdence to join in with her
classmates and learn just how brilliant school can be? Join Mouse, Frog, Rabbit, Mole, Owl and their teacher, Miss Hoot,
at their fun-ﬁlled treetop school. With a cast of adorable animal characters and bright, bold, distinctive illustrations
from the award-winning Lydia Monks, illustrator of the bestselling What the Ladybird Heard series, the Twit Twoo
School series is sure to delight young children. Twit Twoo School: warm and witty stories, perfect for every
preschooler. Share more exciting school adventures in Frog Hops Oﬀ! and Rabbit Races Ahead! Stephen E. Ambrose
From D-Day to Victory E-book Box Set Band of Brothers, D-Day, Pegasus Bridge Simon and Schuster “This e-book box
set includes the following books by Stephen E. Ambrose, chronicling the pivotal moments from WWII—from D-Day to
the capture of Hitler’s Eagle’s Nest. Band of Brothers: A riveting account of Easy Company, 506th Airborne Division,
U.S. Army—responsible for everything from parachuting into France early D-Day morning to the capture of Hitler's
Eagle's Nest at Berchtesgaden. Drawing on hours of interviews with survivors as well as the soldiers' journals and
letters, here are the stories, often in the men's own words, of these American heroes. D-Day: The preeminent chronicle
of the most important day in the twentieth century —drawn from more than 1,400 interviews with American, British,
Canadian, French, and German veterans. Pegasus Bridge: A gripping account of the ﬁrst engagement of DDay—Pegasus Bridge. In the early morning hours of June 6, 1944, a small detachment of British airborne troops
stormed the German defense forces and paved the way for the Allied invasion of Europe. Ambrose traces each step of
the preparations over many months to the minute-by-minute excitement of the hand-to-hand confrontations on the
bridge.” Ruby's Worry Bloomsbury Publishing A reassuring and sensitive book - the perfect springboard for talking to
children about sharing their hidden worries. From the Big Bright Feelings series by Tom PercivalBe open, be honest, be
you! Big Bright Feelings for little people.'If your child has a worry - and all children do have worries - this is the ideal
book to encourage them to talk about it' Parents In TouchRuby loves being Ruby. Until, one day, she ﬁnds a worry.At
ﬁrst it's not such a big worry, and that's all right, but then it starts to grow. It gets bigger and bigger every day and it
makes Ruby sad. How can Ruby get rid of it and feel like herself again?A perceptive and poignant story that is a musthave for all children's bookshelves. From Tom Percival's bestselling Big Bright Feelings series, this is the perfect book
for discussing childhood worries and anxieties, no matter how big or small they may be. Temptation (Metal Prodigy
Series Book #4) JBSTSP Books Ltd None of us are immune from a particular course of action in this lifetime, it
surrounds us and is a constant presence. It all began with Eve in the garden and forever reminds us, it’s tough to
resist. Our choices in this lifetime deﬁne who we are and how we are to be remembered, and Alex’s journey continues
with ﬁve tattooed, foul mouthed, sexy and talented men comprising of the greatest Heavy-Metal band in the world.
New surprises unfold with this gregarious bunch and even bigger choices now have to be made. When it comes down
to it, it’s a huge bite of the apple for some, but for Alex, could it be too much? Succumbing and giving in to the urge to
do the opposite of what you believe in is the ultimate test and for most, the easy way out. This continues to be Alex’s
story, these continue to be her choices and now she comes face to face with… TEMPTATION Temptation is Book 4 in the
Metal Prodigy Series and should be read after Redemption Book 1, Resurrection Book 2 and Reconciliation Book 3. The
author also recommends reading Trepidation, the ﬁrst novella in the series released after Book 2 as several references
are made relating to it in this book. 199,171 Words One Day Hachette UK 'ONE DAY is destined to be a modern classic' Daily Mirror Twenty years, two people, ONE DAY. The multi-million copy bestseller that captures the experiences of a
generation. 'I can imagine you at forty,' she said, a hint of malice in her voice. 'I can picture it right now.' He smiled
without opening his eyes. 'Go on then.' 15th July 1988. Emma and Dexter meet for the ﬁrst time on the night of their
graduation. Tomorrow they must go their separate ways. So where will they be on this one day next year? And the year
after that? And every year that follows? Now a major motion picture starring Anne Hathaway and directed by Lone
Scherﬁg. Some Day Somebody (La Fleur de Love: Book One) A Louisiana Romantic Suspense Cajunﬂair Publishing Two
men want her. One of them wants her dead. Carrie Jeansonne is juggling a new career in road design, three teenagers
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at home, and a disgruntled ex-husband. She longs for stability—what she gets is anything but. A series of increasingly
threatening phone calls has her wondering if it’s her ex, or somebody more dangerous. Sam Langley is still smarting
from his own divorce and grouchy as hell because of it. After an initial clash with his new co-worker, their icy disregard
for each other evolves into friendship. Eventually, the surveyor realizes he wants to be somebody she turns to for all
her needs. In a situation engulfed by complications and danger, Sam’s challenges are to keep Carrie close and safe.
Her teens are a threat to one. A sadist is a threat to the other. Every Day Text Publishing Can you love someone who is
destined to change each day? Every morning, A wakes in a diﬀerent person’s body. A has made peace with that, even
established guidelines by which to live: Never get too attached. Avoid being noticed. Do not interfere. And then A
wakes up in the body of Justin and meets Justin’s girlfriend, Rhiannon. Buzzy Bee's Big Day Out Activity Book Raupo
Buzzy Bee has a new look and to celebrate he's created lots of fun activities for kids to do in this book. There are
mazes, colouring challenges, dot-to-dot activities, word-ﬁnds, spot the diﬀerence, matching games and lots more.
Buzzy Bee's best friends are all included too, and they are here to introduce their new town of Rolling Downs. Over the
past 60 years Buzzy Bee has become one of the most recognisable of New Zealand icons. Now he is being brought to
life, along with his best friends, in a stage show called Buzzy Bee's Big Day Out, scheduled to be shown around New
Zealand. The show is designed for all to enjoy and takes place in a specially created Big Top. The show is a narrative
story that follows an unusal day in the life of Buzzy Bee and his friends in their little town of Rolling Downs. Wonderful
Wallaby Steve Parish In Wonderful Wallaby, a young bridled nailtail wallaby has been spott ed by a hungry wedgetailed eagle. Fortunately, the Mareeba rock-wallaby comes to the rescue. The bridled nailtail wallaby is found only in
and around a national park in central Queensland. The Mareeba rock-wallaby i s found in a small area of north
Queensland. About th e Author: Rebecca Johnson is an award-winning primary school sc ience teacher and has written
more than 60 books for children. The Bad Hair Day Book Pick Me Ups For When Life Gets Tangled Thomas Nelson When
life deals you split ends, tangles, limp bangs, and the absolute wrong shade of color, one quick spritz of humor and a
comb-through of wisdom from The Bad Hair Day Book will have you smiling again! The wisest man in the world said "a
cheerful heart is good medicine," and this book is just what the doctor prescribes. Readers will be encouraged and
cheered up with this delightful collection of true life stories, cartoons, poems, Scripture, simple ideas and advice on
simplifying and reorganizing life, and other expressions of hope and humor. Still Learning to Read Teaching Students
in Grades 3-6 Stenhouse Publishers Foreword by Colby Sharp In the decade since the ﬁrst edition of Still Learning to
Read was published, the prevalence of testing and the Common Core State Standards have changed what is expected
of both teachers and students. The new edition of Still Learning to Read focuses on the needs of students in grades 3-6
in all aspects of reading workshop, including reading workshop, read-aloud, classroom design, digital tools, ﬁction,
nonﬁction, and close reading. The book stays true to its original beliefs of slowing down and knowing our readers, but
it also takes into account the sense of urgency that changing times and standards impose on classrooms. This edition
examines current trends in literacy, includes a new section on intentional instructional planning, and provides
expanded examples of mini-lessons and routines that promote deeper thinking about learning. It also includes a brand
new chapter on scaﬀolding for reading nonﬁction and showcases the authors' latest thinking on close reading and text
complexity. Online videos provide glimpses into classrooms as students make book choices, work in small groups, and
discuss their reading notebooks. Expanded and updated book lists, recommendations for digital tools, lesson cycles,
and sections speciﬁcally written for school leaders round out this foundational resource. Specter of the White Death
(Salmon Run - Book 5) Star Catcher Publishing Past, present, and future collide in the rugged Alaska mountains. When
Hawk and Zach Callahan agree to basic survival training with Amber Marley, they instead get an entire town of helpful
interfering neighbors. With the help of Sasha and Grandpa Neely, they escape into the mountains to continue the
lessons. Elsewhere, Admiral Kian did not like the situation in Bermuda and orders their spaceship readied. With no
supply shuttle due to arrive in the near future, this means they must ﬁnd and use Earth-based raw materials to
manufacture their own parts. Nanuk once again ﬁnds his human research derailed. Leading both to a dangerous
encounter with one of the horrors of winter: Avalanche. Welcome to Salmon Run, Alaska! A place of wild animals, wild
lands, and wild inhabitants...oh, and native legends come alive and an interplanetary alien conﬂict at their backdoor. A
fun contemporary science ﬁction series for teens, young adults, and adults of all ages. Books in the Salmon Run series
in order: Night of the Aurora Alien Winter The Singing Lakes Secret Illusions Specter of the White Death Aurora
Equinox Breakup - Alaska Style The Legend of Crazy Uncle George Mary Anne Saves the Day When The Babysitters Club
gets into a huge ﬁght, Mary Anne has to eat by herself at school and ﬁgure out how to make new friends. Soon she
ﬁnds herself in a babysitting emergency and can't turn to her friends for help. Can she solve her problems and save
The BSC from falling apart? Popular Science Popular Science gives our readers the information and tools to improve
their technology and their world. The core belief that Popular Science and our readers share: The future is going to be
better, and science and technology are the driving forces that will help make it better. Big Collection of Teacher Tips
Book Two A collection of teacher-tested ideas compiled from the primary, intermediate and pre-K editions of The
mailbox magazine. That's My Book! And Other Stories Bloomsbury Publishing USA Little Duck, Big Duck, and Porcupine
discover new ways to use books, put together a talent show, and play doctor and patient. Atomic Habits An Easy &
Proven Way to Build Good Habits & Break Bad Ones Penguin The #1 New York Times bestseller. Over 4 million copies
sold! Tiny Changes, Remarkable Results No matter your goals, Atomic Habits oﬀers a proven framework for improving-every day. James Clear, one of the world's leading experts on habit formation, reveals practical strategies that will
teach you exactly how to form good habits, break bad ones, and master the tiny behaviors that lead to remarkable
results. If you're having trouble changing your habits, the problem isn't you. The problem is your system. Bad habits
repeat themselves again and again not because you don't want to change, but because you have the wrong system for
change. You do not rise to the level of your goals. You fall to the level of your systems. Here, you'll get a proven
system that can take you to new heights. Clear is known for his ability to distill complex topics into simple behaviors
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that can be easily applied to daily life and work. Here, he draws on the most proven ideas from biology, psychology,
and neuroscience to create an easy-to-understand guide for making good habits inevitable and bad habits impossible.
Along the way, readers will be inspired and entertained with true stories from Olympic gold medalists, award-winning
artists, business leaders, life-saving physicians, and star comedians who have used the science of small habits to
master their craft and vault to the top of their ﬁeld. Learn how to: • make time for new habits (even when life gets
crazy); • overcome a lack of motivation and willpower; • design your environment to make success easier; • get back
on track when you fall oﬀ course; ...and much more. Atomic Habits will reshape the way you think about progress and
success, and give you the tools and strategies you need to transform your habits--whether you are a team looking to
win a championship, an organization hoping to redeﬁne an industry, or simply an individual who wishes to quit
smoking, lose weight, reduce stress, or achieve any other goal. Boomer's Big Day Chronicle Books Boomer's ready for
his morning walk. Here's his leash. There's the door. But try as he might, he can't get anyone to pay attention to him.
The humans in the house don't rush out the door after breakfast as they normally do. And, most confusing of all,
strangers arrive to pack all the things in Boomer's house into boxes. There's deﬁnitely something unusual going on.
The simple text and heartwarming pictures charmingly depict Boomer's confusion, anxiety, concern, and ultimate
delight on this day familiar to all - moving day. Little Chicken's Big Day Simon and Schuster Little Chicken is tired of
being told what to do by Big Chicken, but when they become separated he misses all of the clucking. Lilly's Big Day
Greenwillow Books When her teacher announces that he is getting married, Lilly the mouse sets her heart on being the
ﬂower girl at his wedding. By the creator of Kitten's First Full Moon. A Day at the Beach BBC Children's Books "Meet
Duggee, a big dog with a big job. He runs the Squirrel club! Duggee and the Squirrels are oﬀ to the beach. While
enjoying the sun, sea and sand, they meet two crabs who have a very special request. Can the Squirrels build them a
sandcastle home? Join Duggee and the Squirrels in this fune tale, and collect your Sandcastle Badge!" The Little Book
of Wedding Planner Checklists: All the Lists and Tips You Need to Plan the Big Day Practical checklists and advice to
plan the wedding you want The question has been popped, and now it's time for the planning--from your budget to the
bridal party to bouquets, you may be wondering how to distill all the to-dos of your big day into small, digestible
pieces. This portable wedding planner provides all the tools and tips you need to stay organized and stress-free.
Streamlining the planning process into easy-to-navigate sections, this wedding planner provides essential checklists
on fundamentals, like accessories and attire, venues and vendors, and ﬂowers and décor. You'll also ﬁnd plenty of
trusted advice to keep you on track, including must-ask questions, comparison charts, timelines, and much more. This
wedding planner includes: Low-key or lavish--Customize checklists to suit your wedding size and budget, whether it's a
traditional ceremony, distant destination, backyard bash, or something completely diﬀerent. Portable plans--Perfect
for on-the-go planning, this wedding planner has all the checklists, tips, and questions you'll need condensed into one
place. Wedding roadmap--From creative inspiration to custom invitations, this wedding planner walks you through the
process of planning, prepping, and putting on your dream wedding. The Little Book of Wedding Checklists oﬀers
guidance for every big decision for your big day--packed neatly into a petite-sized wedding planner. The Littlest
Family's Big Day Random House Books for Young Readers From the New York Times bestselling author of The
Wonderful Things You Will Be, meet Emily Winﬁeld Martin's little forest family and the adventures they have on one
very big day. Who is only under 5 inches tall and has just moved to the woods? The cutest and littlest bear family you
have ever seen--and their adopted teeny tiny fox tot! What happens when they venture out to explore their new
world...? With an easy-to-read story and the careful brushstrokes of Emily Winﬁeld Martin's illustrations, The Littlest
Family's Big Day captures the mystery and magic of the woods. Inspired by classic children’s books such as The Littlest
Fur Family and Dream Animals, this is a radiant treasure to be cherished for generations. Every Bride Has Her Day
(Brides with Style Book #3) A Novel Revell Another Delightful Romance from the Queen of Romantic Comedy Katie
Fisher is ecstatic. Pro basketball star Brady James has proposed, and she can't wait to start planning their life
together. She's conﬁdent she'll make it down the aisle this time--but it still may be easier said than done. A highsociety Houston bride has Katie and the Cosmopolitan Bridal team scrambling to get the perfect dress done in time for
her spectacular wedding. Meanwhile, Katie ﬁnds herself bombarded with everyone's competing visions regarding her
own special day--and she's beginning to worry that her own ideas will get lost in the crossﬁre. Will she ever manage to
settle all of the details for her perfect day? Or will bridal shop chaos and overzealous friends and family make a mess
of everything? Fan favorite Janice Thompson gives readers what they've been clamoring for: another funny, romantic
romp with a Texas twang. Kristy's Big Day Graphix A brand-new full-color graphic novel adapted by USA Today
bestselling author Gale Galligan! Stan Lee's Chakra The Invincible Free Comic Book Day Special 2015 Graphic India
"Based on the animated shorts seen on Angry Birds ToonsTV with over 25 Million views worldwide, 'Chakra The
Invincible' is the latest superhero from legendary creator, Stan Lee, co-creator of Spider-Man, X-Men, The Avengers, XMen, Iron Man, and more. This all-ages comic features short stories of Chakra The Invincible for kids and superhero
fans of all ages." Wellington's Big Day Out Simon and Schuster A gorgeous celebration of family – and not wanting to
grow up too quickly – from rising star author-illustrator, Steve Small. When Wellington is given a new jacket exactly
like Dad’s for his birthday, at ﬁrst he’s delighted. But his delight turns to disappointment when he tries it on and it’s
far too big. And what if, Wellington thinks, – even worse! – it’s not that the jacket is too big, but that he’s too small?
Well, Wellington’s dad has a plan, and on an exciting day out that takes in a ride on the bus, a super-size strawberry
sundae, a toot on a tuba and a visit to his grandad, Wellington learns that he’s growing up exactly as fast as he should
be – and just like his dad. Other books by Steve Small: The Duck Who Didn't Like Water Written by Smriti Halls and
illustrated by Steve Small: I'm Sticking With You I'm Sticking With You Too Frida Kahlo Frances Lincoln Children's
Books In this international bestseller from the critically acclaimed Little People, BIG DREAMS series, discover the life of
Frida Kahlo, the world-renowned painter. When Frida was a teenager, a terrible road accident changed her life forever.
Unable to walk, she began painting from her bed. Her self-portraits, which show her pain and grief, but also her
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passion for life and instinct for survival, have made her one of the most famous artists of the twentieth century. This
moving book features stylish and quirky illustrations and extra facts at the back, including a biographical timeline with
historical photos and a detailed proﬁle of the artist's life. Little People, BIG DREAMS is a best-selling series of books
and educational games that explore the lives of outstanding people, from designers and artists to scientists and
activists. All of them achieved incredible things, yet each began life as a child with a dream. This empowering series
oﬀers inspiring messages to children of all ages, in a range of formats. The board books are told in simple sentences,
perfect for reading aloud to babies and toddlers. The hardcover versions present expanded stories for beginning
readers. Boxed gift sets allow you to collect a selection of the books by theme. Paper dolls, learning cards, matching
games, and other fun learning tools provide even more ways to make the lives of these role models accessible to
children. Inspire the next generation of outstanding people who will change the world with Little People, BIG DREAMS!
Big Day Coming Yo La Tengo and the Rise of Indie Rock Penguin The ﬁrst biography of Yo La Tengo, the massively
inﬂuential band who all but deﬁned indie music. Yo La Tengo has lit up the indie scene for three decades, part of an
underground revolution that deﬁed corporate music conglomerates, eschewed pop radio, and found a third way. Going
behind the scenes of one of the most remarkable eras in American music history, Big Day Coming traces the patient
rise of husband-and-wife team Ira Kaplan and Georgia Hubley, who—over three decades—helped forge a spandex-andhairspray-free path to the global stage, selling millions of records along the way and inﬂuencing countless bands.
Using the continuously vital Yo La Tengo as a springboard, Big Day Coming uncovers the history of the legendary
clubs, bands, zines, labels, record stores, college radio stations, fans, and pivotal ﬁgures that built the infrastructure
of the now-prevalent indie rock world. Journalist and freeform radio DJ Jesse Jarnow draws on all-access interviews and
archives for mesmerizing trip through contemporary music history told through one of its most creative and singular
acts.
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